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 David E. Davis launched the Window to Sculpture Emerging Artist series 

(so named by his friend Ursula Korneitchouk) immediately upon his 1989 founding 

of The Sculpture Center, and we have been presenting yearly four or more solo 

exhibitions by early career sculptors, first of Ohio and now of our greater region, 

ever since. David’s sage belief that an exhibition opportunity such as W2S (as it  

is now called) was decisive for boosting the careers of promising sculptors is  

as valid today as it was 25 years ago. Sculptors who show here leverage their  

exhibitions for gallery representation, graduate school admission, direct grant 

funding, university positions, tenure, and most importantly, for their inner spirits, 

for the creation of bodies of work that take them in new creative directions  

without commercial constraints.

 These 2014 W2S artists benefited greatly from the largess provided  

by both an Art Works grant from the National Endowment for the Arts for the 

creation of new work and a catalog grant from the Elizabeth Firestone Graham 

Foundation to The Sculpture Center. The expansion of the 2014 W2S artists’  

numbers to seven and the production of this catalog would not have been possible 

without this federal and private foundation generosity.

 The seven artists whose sculptures, installations, expanded media, and 

performances are illustrated and assessed in this catalog wonderfully exemplify 

the divergent manifestations of sculptural practice today, well beyond individual 

pieces, as preferred by David Davis and many of his Ohio contemporaries, with 

only relational aesthetics missing this year. Sculpture in its multiple contemporary 

manifestations is considered by most critics to be the most fertile and dominant 

art form in today’s art practices. The critical observations in the essays of  

Douglas Max Utter, which draw upon such a wide range of intellectual, cultural, 

and popular knowledge, gracefully point to the density of ideas within the work  

of these early career sculptors.

 Our Exhibition Committee of sculptors, sculptors as educators, art  

historians, and other arts professionals choose the W2S artists from an open call. 

We “curate the artists” based on their past work and perceived possibility for  

excellence in new creation; there is no mandated theme for each year’s selections. 

The diverse art creations of these 2014 W2S artists were united, interestingly, by 

manifest, overarching tones of unease, perhaps apprehension, and undercurrents of 

indeterminate catastrophe, past, current, or future. The exhibitions felt as though 

things were wound up very tightly. This is surely the times in which we live. 

 My thanks go to Maryanne Hiti for having produced such a beautiful 

catalog with her deft sense of design and to the various photographers, especially 

Andrew LaMoreaux, for their unerring eye through a lens. My thanks also go to all 

the incredibly hard working and loyal interns and work-study students, most from 

the Cleveland Institute of Art and Case Western Reserve University, who worked 

with the artists and me to make these W2S exhibitions and performances a reality. 

My most special thanks go to all the W2S artists and their assistants who every 

year create such unique, highly engaging artwork for The Sculpture Center’s  

W2S series.

by Ann Albano    Executive Director + Chief Curator
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 Memory is nowhere, it isn’t a place. Yet all the places we’ve known 

are kept in it, everything we’ve seen and touched – ourselves are there. Memory 

is everywhere, figured and prefigured in every shape we see and hand we hold. 

Childhood bleeds through to the present, staining and molding the ways that we 

see our later world. Perhaps time has no fixed arrow after all, and even the future 

pushes its shadows back through the mind along life’s tightening horizon.

 Julie Schenkelberg’s group of installation works jointly titled Present  

Resonance seem haunted by missing connections and lost function, as they revisit 

the past and build a model of memory, or of part of what is remembered, by gathering  

and stacking prop-like fragments salvaged from the wreckage of domestic life. 

Among the once useful, forlorn things arranged in discreet groups around The 

Sculpture Center’s Main Gallery are plates, chairs, and linens that belonged to 

her grandparents. These lend the installation something of the focus of personal 

memory, sounding notes along an intimate scale of private resonance that also 

evoke gender-oriented tasks and domains, and the identity and power structures 

from which they derive. Other things are included here too, such as the thick piece 

of cast-iron pipe that pokes out from beneath a pile of gray-blue linens, as heavy 

as a drumbeat. Along with heavy lengths of lumber, it pounds the rhythm of place 

that houses keep, veined with gas, electricity, water, pulsing with a political and 

geological history of their own. Though Schenkelberg’s work here mainly deals 

with interior space, it also seems to spill over into landscape as it guides the 

viewer through encampment-like collections.  A waist-high heap of stiffened silk 

linens along the right-hand wall has a topographic feel to it, until we notice these 

sheets or tablecloths have been prepared like canvases and show traces of paint. 

As Schenkelberg transits her life experiences she transfers the energies and gravity 

of different uses and intentions from time to time and  

generation to generation, tinted still with a long-ago  

palette from a forgotten bedroom.

 The most complicated pile, near the gallery entrance, 

looks like the contents of a long-sealed attic room, with 

piles of crockery and folded tablecloths. It seems also like 

the aftermath of some protracted struggle.  The folding 

and stacking are merely a distraction, a strategy of evasion. 

The shattered walls and windows bordering these heaps, 

set apart in the gallery as if in quotation marks, like the partial interiors in a stage 

set, hint of disaster, of a tornado or a war. The linens are like banks of sandbags, 

failing to protect a drowning city or fortify bloody trenches, like bandages stacked 

outside a field hospital. The chairs break across the eye like the branches of 

blasted trees. Schenkelberg here perhaps sketches the cumulative violence of 

time, and the makeshift triage of forgetfulness in the aftermath of change.

 A number of brass and ceramic table lamps are ranged in groups near 

the walls of the gallery, offering the only illumination. They shine at the margins 

of Schenkelberg’s installation just above floor level. Some are half-hidden behind 

a linen sheet draped in the center of the room, others are gathered in a corner 

near the gallery door; several more can be glimpsed at the far opposite corner. 

The artist says, “The lights are other people, souls, memorials. I’m interested in 

that unknown glow you see from a distance, changing as you get closer.” 

 The lights are the future, out of sight, off stage and beyond the gallery. 

Each is like the first lamp in a new house, set on the floor to cast the shadow of 

the future.

    The folding and stacking are merely a distraction, a strategy of evasion. 

            The shattered walls and windows bordering these heaps, set apart in the gallery as if in quotation marks, 

like the partial interiors in a stage set, hint of disaster, of a tornado or a war. 

Present Resonance    January 16 - March 6, 2014
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 At the center of Colleen Toledano’s solo exhibition Grit is a very  

plain-spoken sculptural metaphor.  Ropes and pulleys strung along the ceiling  

of The Sculpture Center’s narrow annex gallery counterbalance two objects,  

apparently of unequal mass.  On one side of this equation Toledano has positioned a 

red mesh bag, like a package of onions or potatoes except that this one overflows 

with thirty or more anatomically realistic ceramic hearts. Their weight has pulled 

all the way down to the floor, where some are spilled out. Their unglazed, pale 

exterior surfaces are rough, looking a bit like root vegetables – ungainly workaday 

organs such as we all are born with, nourished in the dark soil of real-life function 

and genuine emotion. Suspended a few feet away at the other end of Toledano’s 

makeshift scale, a white ceramic peaked cube with reddish swirls, about a foot 

square, hangs above a square of red glitter. This overtly romantic launch site or 

landing pad is encircled by a checkerboard lawn of light green and dark green 

imitation grass, bordered by a miniature picket fence. While the cube looks  

something like a standard weight, it also resembles a small house.

 Produced in the aftermath of a painful breakup, this work titled  

My Emotions Captive is one of several attempts in Grit to think through and 

concretize certain commonplace phrases. We Are Treading Water, It Takes Time 

and Perfectly Confusing all combine porcelain objects with other materials and 

media (including a short video), but the strongest statement is probably made 

by Toledano’s two large color photographs, which together form a diptych called 

Dreamt We Were in a Boat. In that work the left hand image reveals the artist 

seated nude, alone, in a small white rowboat, in the middle of what appears to 

be a frozen pond. She gazes bleakly to the right, where the second photograph 

shows a young man with a beard, also naked and alone, in a similar boat, facing 

back toward the first image. As a depiction of shared isolation the work evokes the 

endgame of a failed love relationship with  

chilly precision.

 Yet the end of an affair is not quite so 

clear, nor always so cold. There are connections 

which can hardly be severed, or so it seems at 

the time. Perfectly Confusing, placed at shin 

level near the Gallery’s street-front window, 

presents a “pushmi–pullyu” dog-like ceramic 

sculpture, about the size of a tall dachshund, 

sporting a floppy-eared head at each end.   

One half is coated in red glitter, the other in blue – a romantic and functionally 

impossible animal doomed in the cold light of day, such as that coming into the 

gallery from the street a few feet away.  

 At the opposite end of the space a very different kind of sculpture 

seems to guide the viewer beyond the impasses and dichotomies Toledano  

otherwise describes. I am the Iceberg is a complex polyhedron made of white  

yarn stretched over a plastic frame. The yarn is cross-stitched to form the planes 

of the iceberg-like shape that it composes; inside a light emits a far-away warm 

glow.  Perched on the slope of a slanting top facet a solitary pine tree serves as 

a sort of finial/sentinel. Here the meaning is more ambiguous. If the iceberg is 

Toledano, the light within is at least a hopeful sign; but what is the tree? Evergreens 

have always been a symbol of life’s continuance, and maybe this one too, like a 

flag or a sudden flare, signals possibilities hidden in the folds of desolation. This 

quite beautiful object, with its laborious yet comforting traditional craftwork, 

combines fabrication’s long history with a trope of interior light to suggest the 

power of internal resources.

As a depiction of shared isolation 

   the work evokes the endgame of a failed love relationship with chilly precision. 

Grit    January 16 - March 6, 2014
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        The video loop Guitar Drop at David Colagiovanni’s 

exhibition Video Music shows a guitar streaking straight down and bouncing 

roughly off a lightly graveled driveway. Its cord curls behind it, like a tail or a 

tight plume of smoke. This happens again and again with variations, with the same 

guitar, then a red one, then a black one.

  At first the general repetitiveness of Colagiovanni’s segments, and their 

brevity (most are about thirty seconds long), obscures the fact that Guitar Drop 

presents a series of variations and progressions – the guitars’ necks for instance 

are seen to shatter only in a few sequences.  Guitar Drop presents not just one 

swan song, or even one per guitar, but its own musique concrète composed from 

the shards of a number of such denouements and all-but-lost chords. The percussive 

soundtrack samples the noises wrung from strings and wood and driveway in 

these death throes, but painstakingly shaped into rhythmic passages. Breakdance-

like syncopated bounces flop in and out of momentary freezes.  Each point of  

contact equals a sound, every note is a wound, and a series of final moments 

stretches out, potentially forever, achieving a new sort of continuity – a reinvention  

of being, or of priority; Colagiovanni writes that his show, “takes the act of  

destruction and reconfigures it into the act of making.”  

 These images memorialize a cultural trope, re-enacting an event that 

has happened on stages all over the world since Pete Townshend’s initial 1964 

destructive fit at an early Who concert.  But their application is universal – they’re 

like selfies of Death, these splintering guitar dance clips. Historical and present disasters  

leap and dive in the pool of cultural awareness like killer whales, whether it’s the 

last, vertical moments of the Titanic, the heartbreaking jumpers of 9/11, or the 

latest oil spill, rising, descending, spreading, poisoning. “Dying falls” have haunted 

and often defined the West since before Shakespeare coined the phrase.

 On the other hand, Colagiovanni has woven a collage-like sound/dance 

score in his video piece here, and it’s 

the rhythmic, emergingly melodic 

character of a new, hybrid dimension, 

at once seen and heard, chunk by 

chunk, that gives the work an almost 

comic, surprisingly upbeat flavor. 

The tempi of Colagiovanni’s carefully 

wrought, circular “tunes” are reminiscent of the tidal rhythms of the human heart, 

and of the synergy of sight and sound frequency achieved in ultrasound technology. 

 Another inspiration for these works is Philip Corner’s Fluxus-inspired 

1962 Piano Activities, performed and filmed live on German TV. Corner’s musical 

event, regarded as a seminal moment in the development of Colagiovanni’s other 

video at The Sculpture Center, Stainless Drop, concentrates more on the dissection 

of sound entities, recording last sacrificial bleats.  Shiny steel cookware falls on 

the same anonymous driveway featured in Guitar Drop, against a strip of Monsanto- 

looking grass.  Lacking any decorative markings or labeling as they shine in the 

sun, Colagiovanni’s pots, platters, cups, and (for more vibrato?) tuning forks, have 

a generic, almost Platonic look – as if an orbit packed with God’s cookware-originals 

had decayed too far. Colagiovanni makes no very overt attempt here to pull the 

sounds into musical patterns, but there is a march-like rhythm to the ping and 

clatter of hollow vessels and the whine of the tuning forks, like dented samples  

of the music of the spheres, raining down in a mini-Apocalypse.

 At Colagiovanni’s live solo performance Composition for Paper Shredders,  

Chord Organs, Fire-bell and Objects the artist stood to one side and tweaked  

the score from his laptop, or loped across to untangle several curling masses  

of shredded paper. Everywhere destruction released sights and sounds in a 

gravity-driven, twitchy flow of new beginnings, knocked free from the bone.

Every noise is a wound, but the ensuing pastiche of injuries proposes its own continuity, a process 

        of perceptual healing. Colagiovanni writes that his show “takes the act of destruction and reconfigures it into the act of making.”  

Video Music     March 20 - May 29, 2014
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       Sara Holwerda’s ensemble performance The 

Fall, presented at the opening of her solo show And Is Herself Created, imagined 

a generic drag club/burlesque theater, described as “an homage to the Moulin 

Rouge.” For an hour or so The Sculpture Center’s Euclid Avenue Gallery became an 

action-sketch of one of those places in the night where you might lose your wallet, 

or your soul – where you might change your life. 

 Curious audience members filed into the gallery and stood along the 

walls, shuffling for a view of the action as the former store front space took on a 

louche vibe. This was accomplished mainly by the slinking, vamping, and suggestive 

yelping of The Fall’s dramatis personae, incarnated with considerable charm for 

the occasion by students from the Cleveland Institute of Art. Disguised behind  

cat-like masks and clad in pink and black tights, long black gloves, and attitude 

(girlfriend!), the actors blended genders with feline authority as they served members 

of the audience blood red drinks from little serving trays.  Up at the front of the 

room performers enacted a brief, triumphant pantomime, something like a coming-

out celebration. Overall the evening’s action evoked the ambivalent elation of certain 

moments in post-adolescence when self-invention streaks across the boundaries 

of social projection. Mixing feminist and queer theory with symbolic impressions, 

Holwerda envisioned a psychological zone seeded with aesthetic possibility. 

 The Fall brings to mind the nuanced term “performative,” a concept 

in contemporary social and aesthetic theory referring to the impact of symbolic 

action on the formation of identity.  Applying mid-century British philosopher  

J.L. Austin’s ideas about “illocutionary” speech (various self-fulfilling declarative 

modes) to gender studies, queer theory pioneer Judith Butler wrote in her 1988 

essay Performative Acts and Gender Constitution, “Gender is a basically innovative 

affair…Gender is not passively scripted on the body, and neither is it determined 

by nature, language, the symbolic… Gender is what is put 

on, invariably, under constraint, daily and incessantly,  

with anxiety and pleasure, but if this continuous act 

is mistaken for a natural or linguistic given, power is 

relinquished to expand the cultural field bodily through 

subversive performances of various kinds.” 1

 The Fall was a collage of sorts, an ambiguous, layered 

pastiche of seduction and desire. It also resonates with 

parts of Holwerda’s own experience as a woman who has worked as a server in 

the food industry, and, for a decade, as a prize-winning competitive figure skater. 

Embedded in those real-life iterations of tasks and roles in the public sphere (often 

involving a stylized sexual costume) her own resume has illustrated the notably 

incomplete and peculiar “emancipation” of women – a social ideal which remains 

a work in progress.

 Holwerda’s performance video, Chairdance II, shown recently in Ann 

Arbor at the Susser Gallery, features a woman on stage “exploring chair as  

metaphor and prop.” She sits in the chair in every way but the right way – under 

it, facing it.  But after a few minutes her frustration begins to make its own kind  

of sense and her movements take on a heuristic, investigative quality. It’s as if  

her human limbs are operating independently (and notably asexually), looking  

for unthought-of uses for the chair’s constituent parts. That is, Holwerda  

makes the wrong moves, over and over again, until they aren’t wrong anymore, 

but begin to form the outlines of a life, of a self and a world, where new rules, or 

no rules, apply.

             Embedded in those real-life iterations of tasks and roles in the public sphere her 

own resume has illustrated the notably incomplete and peculiar “emancipation” of women.

And is Herself Created     March 20 - April 17, 2014
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And Herself is Created

1 Judith Butler, “Performative Acts and Gender Constitution: An Essay in Phenomenology and Feminist 
Theory,” Theater Journal 40 (1988): 519-531.





 The energy and vitality of rock and roll as experienced at live concerts, 

delivered by the steady pummeling of mammoth speakers and accompanied by 

pulsating bursts of light and color, was the subject of Amanda Briede’s New Moon 

Ball.  Her consciously Fluxus-like experiment in aesthetic distillation  aimed to 

condense and translate elements of the quintessential rock concert experience 

into a much smaller container – in this case The Sculpture Center’s narrow  

Euclid Avenue Gallery. The installation consisted of two large speakers playing 

an undefined, almost inaudible base that pounded the body with vibrations and 

banks of lights mounted against one wall, fitted with purple and red, blue and 

green filters. Her idea was to create something like a room-sized battery, where a 

generic version of the energy of a rock concert could be stored and re-lived – at 

least to an extent. In her gallery talk at the show’s opening she said, “After an 

experience last summer [at a concert], I was energized and inspired. I wondered if 

I could create a space where I could have such an experience any time I wanted. 

I thought about the fact that at a concert the speakers pour into my body and the 

lights burn into my brain. I’m drained and tired at first, then the band comes out – 

I can feel the energies of the music, and by the end I’m recharged.”

  Briede received her MFA from the Virginia Commonwealth University in 

2011, where she studied printmaking and glass blowing. New Moon Ball is her most 

ambitious project to date, building on her longtime fascination with the magic of 

analog recording. Working at times with the cooperative Pyro Gallery in Louisville, 

Briede has exhibited prints and sculptural objects that meditate on formal  

characteristics of vinyl records and their capacity to store the emotional energies of 

music and performance in concentric grooves (not unlike other transferences and 

transfigurations that are the essence of metaphor, and of art, including sensual 

parallels between sounds, or lines 

or colors, and raw sensation). The 

physical embodiment of sound in 

analog recording, and the spiritual 

and psychological resonance of a 

black circle, have inspired Briede  

to explore both the Zen-like character  

of the physical appearance of the classic recording-studio product, and its 

transience and vulnerability as an object. Her MFA exhibit featured a number of 

wine glasses, tuned to different notes that could ring out the Beatles tune “All 

You Need is Love.” At another time she made 3D models of spirals – sound boxes 

that could be listened to, like seashells. She has made records out of wax, actual 

recordings that destroyed themselves as they played, and elaborate drawings of a 

record; she has produced prints using a record as a plate or block.  In her talk she 

said, “You can see the scratches and grooves – it’s a more visual representation of 

the record as an object.” In contrast to David Colagiovanni’s concurrent exhibition 

at The Sculpture Center, which reconfigures a crashing guitar trope that is part of 

rock and roll history in order to comment on issues of repetition and aesthetic 

structure (among other things), Amanda Briede uses her rock and roll epitomes 

to aim for the gut, engaging the human nervous system directly.  Booming bass 

and flashing light mix together to produce both engagement and disorientation, 

re-creating the pop scene’s version of a foundational modernist idea (attributable 

to the poet Arthur Rimbaud and found in many mediums since). That is the notion 

that a paradigm for artistic – and every type – of revelation can be found through 

the deliberate “derangement of the senses.” 

Her idea was to create something like a room-sized battery, 

   where a generic version of the energy of a rock concert could be stored and re-lived. 

 

New Moon Ball     April 24 - May 29, 2014
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                           Toronto-based artist Ryan Legassicke makes metal and 

shade-cloth structures which he uses to divide and block interior space, in approximation  

of the temporary blockading walls and materials that have been deployed around the 

world in public spaces to assist security forces. In Toronto, for instance, part of the 

downtown area was barricaded behind a security fence for the 2010 G20 Summit.   

Similar types of fencing have been used to section off parts of other major cities for safety 

and crowd control purposes during politically sensitive events, and it is interesting 

to speculate whether Cleveland itself may experience such a scenario during the 2016 

Republican Convention.  Other walls – Legassicke mentions the Berlin Wall, the West 

Bank Separation Barrier, the Nogales “fence” between the U.S. and Mexico – have been 

among the most visible symbols of oppression, power, and paranoia all over the world, 

especially since the end of WWII.

 Of course Legassicke’s work, titled Shadows: Wall Disease, is not simply 

protest, installation, or commentary, but sculptural art, and as such has a unique 

cultural/semiological status. Richard Serra may have been the first major late 

modernist sculptor to have provoked widespread discussion and controversy 

focused in part on an ambivalence inherent in public sculpture. His New York City 

installation of Tilted Arc (1981) was eventually removed and destroyed, following 

complaints and litigation. Serra’s work, it was claimed, interrupted the normal 

flow of pedestrian traffic. No doubt this was in part a reaction to one not uncommon 

side-effect of public art, which is the sheer note of intimidation that over-size 

artistic statements can sound when placed in the context of civic commons.

  In The Sculpture Center’s gallery the presence of Legassicke’s configuration 

of long, semi-opaque, box-like blockades seems random at first, like a storage 

room partially filled with tumbled objects.  The effect is twofold: these walls or 

fences obstruct and determine physical access. Equally important is the fact that 

they block and in other ways obscure normal sightlines.  

 In 1966 Robert Smithson exhibited a work (now lost) titled Enantiomorphic 

Chambers, which consisted of two wall-mounted, box-like structures hung a given 

distance from each other, which as the name implies were mirror images of one 

another. Smithson’s purpose was to create a sort of over-sized stereopticon device, 

the purpose of which was to “see” nothing 

at all – to assist in the mental exercise of 

focusing on absence. In a related work on 

paper titled Afterthought  Smithson sketches 

diagrams of his chambers on either side of 

a photograph of a man seen from behind. 

Beneath this image he writes: “STOPPING OF 

SIGHT NOT BY BRUTAL OPPOSITION BUT BY LOWERING THE HEAD.”1  

 Like Smithson, Legassicke is interested not merely in blocking, but shaping 

the possibilities of sight in his installation.  He seems acutely aware in Shadows: 

Wall Disease that censorship and repression are among the crucial conditions of 

both art and politics, in the sense that omission and elision are used to achieve 

the goals of each.  At The Sculpture Center Legassicke profoundly alters a space 

dedicated to the act of looking, producing instead a kind of blindness.  Under and 

around the thrust and precarious balance of his blockade modules, viewers become 

fugitives, searching for a pathway that would allow some penetration and  

understanding of the room.  The crowded inscape of Legassicke’s installation  

suggests a Smithson-like insight, noting the way that vision and movement converge 

under conditions of deliberate frustration, at a zero point of the will.

                    Legassicke profoundly alters a space dedicated to the act of looking, producing instead a kind of blindness.  

Viewers become fugitives, searching for a pathway that would allow some penetration and understanding of the room. 

 

 Shadows: Wall Disease     June 12 - July 30, 2014
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1 Ann Reynolds, “Enantiomorphic Chambers,” essay in Robert Smithson, 
  The Museum of Contemporary Art (2004: Los Angeles), pp.137-141.
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  In her work Processional, Janet Macpherson’s hybrid ceramic 

animals hobble across a bridge-like pedestal toward…what? Wherever they’re 

headed, it seems they’ve recently endured a terrible battle, or something worse. 

They limp, tail-less, or on the transplanted legs of some different animal. A 

coyote-like head and torso is propped on the splayed legs and gilded hooves of a 

deer, a bandaged or blindfolded wolf’s head tops a sheep’s body that terminates 

in a kangaroo’s tail; a pig with suspiciously long, spindly shanks hitches a ride on 

the back of a sheep.  Many more have wrappings of some kind around their faces, 

like the bandages worn by survivors of WWI mustard gas attacks; others have ski-

mask eye holes in their head-dressings. But despite such intimations of terror the 

animal’s bindings also have a tender, form-fitted, swaddling quality. The peculiar 

over-all pathos that drapes the mood of these figurines, which are fashioned by 

Macpherson from slip-cast porcelain and paper clay, using molds made from 

found object animal representations (thrift store finds, old toys), derives from 

a subtle mix of qualities. Ghost-like and pale, but with piercing black eyes and 

hands or hooves garnished with gold leaf, Macpherson’s refugees evoke the religious 

imagery of a Catholic upbringing as they meditate about hierarchies of being and 

the philosophical disconnect between phylogeny and spirituality.  Elsewhere in 

the gallery other white, larger (2-3 feet in height) slip-cast statues, like iconic figures 

of saints or the Virgin Mary, stand elaborately robed on their own pedestals.  But 

all is not what it seems; beneath the hood of one of these we see the bandaged face 

of a mouse or rat; another has the head of a cow, wrapped as if with clinging, damp 

cloth.  This animal is kneeling, crouched on what look like a lion’s paws.  

 Neither the intent nor the feeling conveyed by any of these works could 

be called either irreligious or particularly religious, though Macpherson certainly 

is wry on the subject of narrow doctrinal opinions 

concerning the sanctity of non-human animals, and 

perhaps also about the grotesque consequences of 

idealism.  Mainly, Macpherson’s diorama-like installation 

offers an intriguingly ambiguous extra-biblical parable, 

in traditional ecclesiastical story-telling form, which 

combines elements from early and medieval Christian 

morality plays and bestiary fantasy invention, plus 

the shocking cruelty of the Church’s martyrological 

accounts.  It is in fact a careful artistic argument for the 

recognition (whether by the Church or by human beings 

in general) of the spiritual status of creatures great and small. 

 One of Macpherson’s most effectual and pervasive metaphors at 

Processional is the idea of a mask or blindfold, and all the things such an image 

brings to mind. Mummies and war casualties are among these, but also the closely 

bound farm animals that Macpherson witnessed recently at the Ohio State Fair.  

Ultimately the proximity of cruelty and comfort, and the absurdity of parsing the 

boundaries of flesh and psyche, are Macpherson’s subjects here.  Her animals, 

bleached to an arctic white like Inuit bone carvings, march half-blinded, injured, 

altered, across a kind of land bridge from one unknown continent of being to 

another – tracing a parabola of faith, guided only by the early Christian mystical 

concept of a type of unknowing that points to knowledge of God. Their toy-like 

dimensions also help to argue for their essential innocence, noting the smallness 

characteristic of all creatures without exception, born to negotiate the long,  

narrow law of the natural world. 

  Ghost-like and pale, but with piercing black eyes and hands or hooves garnished with gold leaf, 

Macpherson’s refugees evoke the religious imagery of a Catholic upbringing as they meditate 

              about hierarchies of being and the philosophical disconnect between phylogeny and spirituality. 

Processional     June 12 - July 30, 2014
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      In the two showings at The Sculpture Center of her  

installation/spectacle titled Flat Granny and Me: A Procession in My Mind, Jenny 

Fine introduced audiences to a mythic scenario based on her own family history.  

Like any good, Greek-style myth, Fine’s work also tells the story of a town and its 

people – how they were menaced by a monster and finally saved by a new “god.”  

 From 1909 into the 1920s the boll weevil invaded the American South 

and destroyed most of the nation’s cotton crop.  Eventually in the area around the 

town of Enterprise, Alabama, desperate farmers adopted the peanut as a replace-

ment cash crop – an initiative that met with great success.  Thereafter they altered 

a neo-classical monument, ironic yet grateful, dedicated to the insect behind this 

agricultural revolution. A yearly festival also commemorated the triumph, and a 

few decades later Jenny Fine’s grandmother Sarah Fine became an active participant 

in that celebration. In the final decade of her life she was also a willing model 

and actress starring in her artist granddaughter’s wildly creative photo shoots – 

which brings us to “Flat Granny.” In recent years certain branches of the armed 

forces have produced life-sized photographs of servicemen and women stationed 

abroad, originally called “Flat Daddies,” to comfort their families at home.  During 

the hard days following her grandmother’s death Fine began to enlarge and print 

sections of some of the many photographs she had taken over the years – Sarah 

Fine’s arms, hands, feet, and head. 

 At Fine’s Sculpture Center installation visitors were guided by masked 

acolytes into an antechamber decorated with photographs of family members, 

and from there through a gap in the adjacent drapery. They found themselves 

stepping into a dream, crowded with strange figures. No longer rectangular, the 

room was shaped like an early cyclotron painting, such as were famously shown 

as traveling exhibitions after the Civil War. These precursors to the cinema were 

panoramic, and likewise in Flat Granny the backdrop was 

an oval surround, with high, curving canvas walls, on which 

were printed a much enlarged photograph showing a cotton 

field at harvest time. The faintly crackling track of straw 

underfoot now appeared to be a clearing in the middle of the 

Alabama countryside.  

 A long, thin man (who was in fact Fine’s father), 

dressed in pointed brown ankle boots and a skinny white 

antique suit, sat on a sort of float, at the foot of a tall heap of raw cotton.  He 

silently proffered peanuts in the palm of one of his white gloves. On the other side 

of the mountain another cast member held aloft a large black and white picture of 

a boll weevil, cut out and pasted to cardboard – a flat Boll Weevil, the top of the 

monument.

 At the far end of the “float” area stood Flat Granny herself, waving a 

disproportionately large, elderly cardboard hand.  The costume made from Sarah 

Fine’s body parts was worn by an actress standing back to back with Jenny Fine, 

who took on the role of the young Sarah Fine. Between them was a tall, golden-

leaved plant, and on their heads were crowns, almost as if they were indeed 

Demeter and Persephone at the ancient rites in Eleusis. As they slowly moved 

their slippered feet and changed position with each other in a circular motion they 

waved, as queens do. Several young actors in hog masks stood around the margins 

of the walkway and held lights at the ends of long poles, like torchbearers or stars, 

shining through an eternal, rural twilight. Masks and costumes, mystery and symbols,  

love and reason, fit only loosely around the complex of tales and emotions 

brought startlingly back to life in Fine’s tableau vivant, outlining and disguising 

strange questions, bending away from the easy answers of daylight.

Like any good, Greek-style myth, Fine’s work also tells the story of a town and its people – 

     how they were menaced by a monster and finally saved by a new “god.”  

Flat Granny and Me: A Procession in My Mind     September 4 - September 11, 2014
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Julie Schenkelberg
Present Resonance  
Memory Pile 2014. Upholstery, fabric, silk, furniture remnants, Carrera 

marble, glass, resin, acrylic, est. 3 ½ x 6 x 4 ½ ft. 

Undone Room 2014. Wood, reclaimed furniture, china silk, plaster, acrylic,  

est. 7 ½ x 5 x 4 ft. 

Holding On 2014. Reclaimed molding, silk, and acrylic, est. 8 x 3 x 4 ft.   

Coleen Toledano
Grit  
It Takes Time 2013. Porcelain, stop motion video, 6½ x 6½ x 1 ft.

I am the Iceberg 2013. Yarn, light, wood, 2 ½ x 6 ½ x 2 ft.

We are Treading Water 2013. Black porcelain, glass, water, 2 x 1 x 1 ft.  

(2 parts)

Dreamt We Were in a Boat 2013. Collaboration with Darren Lee Miller.  

2 Archival digital prints, 30 x 90 in.

My Emotions Captive 2013. Porcelain, wood, glitter, netting, rope,  

8 x 2 x 8 ft.

Perfectly Confusing 2013. Porcelain, glitter, 6 x 20 x 15 in.   

David Colagiovanni
Video Music featuring a live performance 
Guitar Drop 2014. 2K RED video transferred to HD video, stereo sound.  

Edition of 2, 15 min.

Stainless Drop 2014. 2K RED video transferred to HD video, stereo sound. 

Edition of 2, 15 min. 

Exploded Guitar 2014. Framed archival digital photograph, edition of 3.  

18 x 24 in., framed. 

Reassembled Guitar 2014. Electric guitar with glue, dimensions variable. 

Brocade Sandbags 2014. Varied edition of 60. Fabric, sand, dimensions  

variable. 

Composition for Paper Shredders, Chord Organs, Fire-bell and Objects 2014. 

Performance with sound making objects. 

Sarah Holwerda
And is Herself Created   
Featuring an installation and live performance of The Fall  
Mixed media with silkscreen series, folding fans, garments, sculptural  

installations, and projected animation. Dimensions variable. 

The Fall performers: 

Michael the Archangel Bouncer Evan Fusco 

Tree of Knowledge Chase Henson 

Marilyn 1  Justin Woody 

Marilyn 2  Alison Klein 

Marilyn 3 Jim Lubanovich 

Sirens Alison Klein, Jim Lubanovich,  

 Jenna Mahoney,  

 Lauren Elyse McDougall-Masi,  

 Kristin Miologos, Justin Woody 

Barmaid AnnMarie Suglio

All dimensions h x w x l 
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Amanda Briede
New Moon Ball   
New Moon Ball 2014. Lights, lighting tress, subwoofer speakers.  

Dimensions variable. 

Ryan Legassicke
Shadows: Wall Disease  
All pieces: metal and shade cloth.  

Toronto G20 Security Fence 2014. 10 ft. x 36 in. x 96 in. 

West Bank Separation Barrier 2014. 27 ft. x 60 in. x 60 in. 

USA/Mexico Border Fence 2014. 20 ft. x 32 in. x 60 in.

Peace Line Wall 2014. 24 ft. x 60 in. x 32 in. 

Berlin Wall 2014. 11 ½ ft. x 48 in. x 82 in. 

5 vinyl images of sculptures set up in various locations in Toronto 

Janet Macpherson
Processional 
Procession 2014. Slip cast porcelain, paper clay, wood, dimensions variable. 

Monk 2014. Slip-cast porcelain, paper clay, gold luster, 20 x 7 x 6 in. 

Guardian 2014. Slip-cast porcelain, paper clay, gold luster, 21 x 6 x 8 in. 

Feast Day 2014. Slip-cast porcelain, paper clay, gold luster, 8 x 11 x 7 in. 

Chimera 2014. Slip-cast porcelain, paper clay, gold luster, 7 x 9 x 5 in. 

Shroud 2014. Slip-cast porcelain, paper clay, 6 x 5 x 3 in. 

Union 2014. Slip-cast porcelain, paper clay, gold luster, 6 x 5 ½ x 3 in. 

Jenny Fine
Flat Granny and Me: A Procession in My Mind  
Performance and installation

A cycloramic diorama with live performance including a 10 x 90 ft. circular 

photographic backdrop (tissue paper/cheesecloth), hand-rendered mounds 

of Alabama cotton, red clay, and boughs of Southern Pine harvested from the 

artist’s family farm. Performers wore hand-altered and embellished costumes 

including Flat Granny – a hand-colored, life-sized photographic cut-out of the 

artist’s grandmother worn as a costume and embellished with human hair,  

ceramic teeth, and glass eyes. Lighting for the diorama was controlled by  

dimmer switches worn by costumed characters, while the projection of  

sound included recorded excerpts of the artist’s singing voice, her grandmother 

talking in her sleep, and Alabama Sacred Harp singings.

Installation outside the diorama included historic photographs and artifacts 

from both the Pea River Historical Society and Fine’s personal collection. 

Performers: 

Entrance Justin Freeman, Leah Yochman, Lydia Dominey 

Daddy David Fine 

Beauty Queens Valerie Clark and Alison Klein 

Young Granny Jenny Fine 

Flat Granny Rachael Anderson 

Boll Weevil Monument Abigail Collins  

Lights TJ May, Noelle Richard, Rakshit Srivasdava 

Sound Canaan Faulkner
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Amanda Briede (b. 1986)     
BFA, University of Louisville, KY (2009)

MFA, Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, VA (2011)

Gallery Coordinator for PYRO Gallery, Louisville, KY 

David Colagiovanni (b. 1979)     
BFA, University of Maine, Orono (2002)

MFA, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (2005)

Studio practice in Athens, OH

Sara Holwerda (b. 1982)     
BFA, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor (2006)

MFA, Cranbrook Academy of Art, Bloomfield Hills, MI (2010)

Studio practice in Chicago, IL

Ryan Legassicke (b. 1979)     
BFA, Alberta College of Art and Design, Calgary, Alberta, Canada (2002)

MFA, SUNY at Buffalo, NY (2009)

Studio practice in Toronto, Canada

Janet Macpherson (b. 1974)     
BA Philosophy, York University, Toronto, Ontario, Canada (1997)

The School of Crafts and Design, Ceramics, Sheridan College, Oakville, Ontario (2002)

MFA, Ohio State University, Columbus (2010)

Studio practice in Toronto, Canada

Julie Schenkelberg (b. 1974)     
BA in Art History, College of Wooster, OH (1996) 

MFA, School of Visual Arts, New York, NY (2011)

Studio practice in Brooklyn, NY

Colleen Toledano (b. 1978)     
BS with a minor in Studio Art, Allegheny College, Meadville, PA (2001)

Special Student in Ceramics, University of Massachusetts Dartmouth (2002)

MFA, Ohio University, Athens (2005)

Assistant Professor of Art at Buffalo State College, NY

Jenny Fine (b. 1981)     
BFA, University of Alabama, Birmingham (2006)

MFA, Ohio State University, Columbus (2010)

Studio practice in Columbus, OH, and Enterprise, AL 

ESSAYIST Douglas Max Utter     
Douglas Max Utter is an exhibiting painter and art critic based in Cleveland, 

Ohio. He has been granted three Individual Fellowships from the Ohio Arts 

Council since 1991, and in 2011 was awarded a CPAC  Creative Workforce  

Fellowship. He received the Cleveland Arts Prize for Lifetime Achievement in 2013.  
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This 2014 W2S catalog is made possible by a generous grant 

from the Elizabeth Firestone Graham Foundation and additional partial  

funding from the National Endowment for the Arts. The 2014 W2S series was 

directly supported by Art Works of the National Endowment for the Arts,  

the John P. Murphy Foundation, and the Kulas Foundation. Jenny Fine’s 

performance and installation were also partially funded by a project support 

grant from the Ohio Arts Council. 

The Sculpture Center is grateful for additional support from the 

Bernice and David E. Davis Art Foundation, The Cleveland Foundation, The 

George Gund Foundation, Nancy and Tim Callahan, studioTECHNE|architects, 

Sculpture Center board members, and many individual donors to Friends of 

The Sculpture Center. The Sculpture Center is also publicly supported in part 

by the residents of Cuyahoga County through a grant from Cuyahoga Arts & 

Culture and by a sustainability grant from the Ohio Arts Council. 

Elizabeth Firestone Graham Foundation

The George Gund Foundation
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